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There are many topics to be talked about in racing pigeon training. Here I will focus on six 

major aspects, in which many sub-problems are involved. And there are several minor 

problems in each sub-problem. In today's lecture, I'm going to talk about two aspects first, 

including 17 problems and more than 60 minor problems. 

According to records, the movement of racing pigeons started in Belgium in the early 19th 

century and has a history of more than 200 years. In the past 200 years,  participants have 

raised and trained.racing pigeons mostly based on their experience, without theoretical and 

systematic guidance. It is our current task to transmit raising and training knowledge 

theoretically and scientifically to those who are involved in this career. 

I have always been holding a wish in my lifetime, acquiring and accumulating more 

professional knowledge and theories in pigeon raising and training. Some people may say that 

there is no theory in pigeon raising and training. I do not think so. What is a theory? It is to 

sublimate the perceptual understanding obtained through practice into a universal truth. 

Therefore, the first step is to practice, and then accumulate huge amounts of data and 

sublimate and summarize it. It is easier said than done. For more than 200 years, only a few 

theories have actually been generalized and written down in racing pigeon realm. I hope that 

through my efforts, more relevant theories can be summed up in this field.  

Today I would like to discuss something about training of racing pigeons. Through years of 

practice, I have been accumulating practical data little by little. I have been raising pigeons 

for more than 50 years, and being a member of Racing Pigeon Association for 35 years. Since 

2016, I have focused all my energy on the research of racing pigeon theory. From the 

beginning of 2016 to the autumn of 2022, I have been raising and racing pigeons at the pigeon 

breeding base in Fangshan, Beijing, and participating in various local races. Today, I would 

like to share my experience in racing pigeon training accumulated in my practice over the 

years. 

Raising pigeon is systematic and its success is not determined solely by any part of the system, 

but relies on all parts of which the system is composed. It is called Buckets Effect or 

Cannikin Law - if the wooden bars that make up the barrel are uneven in length, then the 

amount of water in the barrel does not depend on the longest wooden bar, but on the shortest 

one. And the same is true for pigeons. Pigeon fanciers will say training is not a big deal, like 



conducting flight training of pigeons or training them above the roof of one loft. Or just 

taking the vehicles of associations or clubs which transport racing pigeons to train their 

pigeons? It's simple enough to say that, but there are a lot of problems involved when it comes 

to real research. 

Here are two figures I would like to show you. Figure one is some statistics I obtained in the 

first season of 2016 based on a 150km training. Ten pigeons selected from my two lofts as the 

subjects and related data was recorded, including the weight of racing pigeons and their lactic 

acid levels measured by blood samples taken after the training. 

 

Figure 1 

After taking prolonged physical exercise, lactic acid in their bodies is generated, increasing 

lactic acid levels in their blood. And their weight has changed as well after flight training. The 

first pigeon shown in the picture weighed 394 grams after a four-hour flight, decreasing from 

470 grams. 76 grams (or 16.17 percent of its body weight) have been lost,. The lactic acid 

level in its blood also increased from the normal level of 2.0 to 2.4 micromoles per milliliter to 

4.4 micromoles per milliliter. After this racing pigeon returned back, measures were taken on 

it to eliminate lactic acid. Three hours later, the lactic acid level in its blood had dropped to 3.6 

micromoles per milliliter. Now, let's take a look at the second racing pigeon that did not take 

any recovery measures. After it returned from training, the lactic acid level in its blood was 3.2 

micromoles per milliliter. And three hours later, the lactic acid level in its blood did not 



decrease, instead, it increased to 3.6 micromoles per milliliter. 

 

Figure. 2 

On October 3, 2016, my racing pigeons took part in a 300km race organized by a local club. 

After the pigeons returned, I measured their weight and blood lactic acid level, and recorded 

the data of the two groups of pigeons. One group has taken acid elimination measures and the 

other has not. The relevant data are shown in the figure. In 13 seasons over the past seven 

years, I have adopted different recording methods, testing methods and observing ways to 

accumulate research data and conduct scientific analysis and made summaries based on them. 

The first question I would like to talk about here is training. Why is training necessary? As far 

as I am concerned, the only purpose of training is to win in races because racing pigeons can 

get good results through systematic training. However, each of us participates in the race with 

various intentions. Some people's goal is to win in a single short distance race, while others 

prefer to compete in multi-level intermediate distance races. Winning in the short distance 

race we mentioned just now is only one of their goals, and a lot of pigeon fanciers like to take 

part in short distance races, for example, Belgium has a lot of pigeon fanciers prestigious in 

short distance races, such as the Janssen brothers, Jos Soontjes, Leo Heremans who only 

participate in short distance races. 

Therefore, the concept of short distance race has been introduced here. In Chinese Racing 

Pigeon Competition Rules, short distance race refers to the race between 200km and 400km. 



What are the characteristics of the short distance race? Basically speaking, in a short distance 

race a pigeon normally flies within five hours. Most of these racing pigeons return back in 

three or four hours and ranking are determined by their results. Taking a 300km race as an 

example, normally racing pigeons spend three or four hours completing the whole race. The 

winning factor of the short distance race is the orientation ability. If racing pigeons are not 

oriented correctly, they can't win the race. In addition, when racing pigeons return back, they 

have to land and enter the loft quickly. Even if racing pigeons fly back soon, they may miss 

the chance to win if they still hover over rather than entering the loft. Therefore, every 

minute matters in a short distance race. Short distance races require racing pigeons to orient 

quickly and accurately, flying back and landing quickly. Targeted training is needed to 

enhance above abilities. In general training for short distance races, the distance is relatively 

short, usually between 100km and 120km, up to 150km at most. But the training frequency is 

relatively high, and then the racing pigeons are trained to land and enter the loft quickly after 

they fly back.      

In addition to short distance races, there are also middle distance races. According to Chinese 

Racing Pigeon Competition Rules (2019), the medium distance race refers to that between 

400km and 600km. In particular, winning in 500km races is now the main goal of pigeon 

fanciers in single and multi races. In medium distance races, racing pigeons normally fly 6 to 

8 hours from the opening of the cage to their returning back, requiring not only fast speed, but 

also good endurance. Of course, racing pigeons also need to land and enter the loft quickly 

when they return back. At present, medium distance races for young racing pigeons are mostly 

held in China, taking up a large proportion of our races. Many local associations, clubs and one 

lofts organize young pigeon races in autumn, which have become the most popular events in 

autumn season for a large number of racing pigeons and participants. 

Apart from that, there are long and ultra long distance races as well, with the distances 

between 700km to 1500 km or even longer. Such events require racing pigeons to have good 

endurance. For example, completing 700km races generally needs 8 to 10 hours, and 

achieving 1,000 km race within the same day is nearly an impossible mission. Returning back 

the next morning can also get a good place. It is good endurance that enables them to 

accomplish ultra long distance races. In races between 700km to 1000km, or even longer 

distance races, racing pigeons are basically selected from adult pigeons and young pigeons 

within one year old only account for small portion in such races. Much difference can be 

found in training between adult and young pigeons. In addition to the single race (racing 

pigeons only take part in one race), multi races are held on a weekly basis and 

comprehensive results generated in multi races will be considered as the criterion for 

rankings. Racing pigeons only have six-day rest for their recovery, and targeted training for 



different type of races is carried out accordingly.  

The medium distance races for young pigeons held in autumn in China are almost most 

difficult races for young pigeons in the world. Let’s take a look at the medium distance young 

pigeon races in Belgium, the kingdom of racing pigeons, which start from the last week of July 

every year and end in early September. They are held every other week (two weeks), and there 

is no requirement that racing pigeons have to race four times in competition. Participants can 

choose to join in races, or race consecutively. As for Haixiang young pigeon multi races held 

in Taiwan Province, the normal distance of each race is about 300km, and the flight speed is 

limited (flight time limit). According to competition rules in Taiwan, the races are held no 

matter whether it rains or storms. I do not think it is reasonable or scientific. In many cases, 

good luck plays a big part in winning the races rather than finishing the races regulated in 

rules.  

Currently, multi races for young pigeons (including four or five races) are mostly held every 

week in China. For example, the four-race competition takes three weeks. Racing pigeons fly 

more than 2000km to 2500km, taking at least 25 to 30 hours. The flight time for four races will 

be more than 28 hours and that for five races will be more than 35 hours when encountering 

the severe weather. It is a huge task. 

Young pigeons are born around March every year and they have to finish four races by the 

end of October. How much time do these pigeons need for all the training and races? It takes 

about 300 to 330 hours. How many times does a pigeon flap its wings? Six to seven million 

times. (Racing pigeons fly at a frequency of about four to six times per second.) To be honest, 

flapping wings six to seven million times to complete a race is a physical challenge for a 

young pigeon. Therefore, multi races for young pigeons in China today is the most difficult 

one in the world. 

Next, I would like to talk about the first problem in training, that is, training for different 

characteristics. For example, there are many problems to face up to while participating in 

young pigeon races, including the physiological development, the disease immunity, the 

problem of molting as well as strips, and so on. All of above are the characteristics of young 

pigeons. Comparing with them, in adult pigeon races, we need to consider problems such as 

pairing, the estrus of male pigeons and the laying of eggs of female pigeons. Their 

performance may be affected by pairing. In traditional racing pigeon powers such as Belgium, 

the Netherlands and Germany, most of the adult pigeons are raised and trained separately 

based on their genders. Nowadays, many pigeon fanciers in China do not have enough 

conditions to raise and train their pigeons on the basis of their respective gender. Good results 

are more likely to be achieved only if the adult pigeons can be divided into different groups 

according to their gender.  



Apart from what has been discussed above, participants involving in races in different 

seasons may also encounter problems such as diverse natural environment. As for races in 

spring, for example, a process from cool to hot will be experienced. And racing pigeons in 

spring races are mostly selected from one-year-old pigeons, and adult pigeons. When 

everything comes back to life in spring, the male pigeons and female pigeons are in estrus. 

Races in autumn are just the opposite, spanning from hot to cool, involving molting problems 

of racing pigeons. In races in summer and winter, the following effects have to be taken into 

consideration, such as temperature, exertion and recovery of physical condition, cooling and 

insulation, etc. Each of these problems is related to training. In this way, different training 

methods and contents will be adopted accordingly. Even in a short distance race, so many 

problems have to be dealt with and solved. For different events and various goals, we have to 

apply different training methods. 

The second problem I would like to mention is the content of training. Racing pigeon training 

can be divided into several small problems according to its content, the first of which is home 

flight training. Home flight training is one of the most basic training, that is pigeons fly 

around the one loft or near the home. So, how fast do racing pigeons fly? I have tested them 

many times. Racing pigeons are so smart that they don't flap their wings when they fly over 

the head. Their usual flight speed is no faster than 1,000 meters per minute. Here's a picture to 

show you how pigeons fly. 

When young pigeons just begin their learning to fly, they neither develop well physically, nor 

fly skillfully. They can only fly around the loft with the range of about a few hundred meters. 

Gradually they mature, and their feathers have been changed well. When they are in very good 

physical condition, they may fly farther even out of our sight. Pigeon fanciers in Beijing call 

this way of home flight as “kaitangzi”, or “chuquan”, meaning flying for further distance 

away from home. When racing pigeons fly out of our sight, they will increase their flight 

speed once they can not see the one loft. Their flight speed will increase to more than 1200 

meters per minute. 

Figure 3 

The picture shown here is a zero-kilometer home flight before my first training in the fall on 

August 21, 2018. On this day, pigeons began to fly around their home, and then they went 

out for further distance. They flew for a total of 90 minutes, and the actual distance reached 

82.45 kilometers. The average speed is 948 meters per minute. When they flew far away 

from one loft, the fastest speed is 1260 meters per minute, which is a documented record of 

home flight for racing pigeons. 



 

The next picture is the test record of the racing pigeon home flight on February 23, 2019. At 

that time, the weather was still relatively cold. When the pigeons started to fly, they just flew 

around the loft rather than flying away from home to farther distances. The flight speed was 

basically below 1200 meters per minute. Only one point recorded in the table was 1200 meter 

per minute. The rest ones were all at a speed of 700 meters per minute. Pigeons will not try 

their best to fly around their loft or home. 
 

 

Figure 4 
 

 



  

Figure 5, Figure 6 

The next picture shows the flight path of a short-distance training, which is the test record on 

August 21, 2017. Before that, I started training with racing pigeons around August 20 every 

year. I took GPS on the pigeon and recorded its flight path. It took me nine seasons to take 

records from the fall of 2017 to the fall of 2021. There have been dozens of training records 

every season. Pigeons fly with GPS positioning rings and their flight tracks have been 

recorded. I took records of the trajectories of many pigeons in different weather conditions, 

and analyse the altitude and their flight speed. 

Figure 7, figure 8, figure 9, figure 10 

Next, please take a look at this picture. this is what happened when the pigeon was 0.4 

kilometers away from the place of release after take-off. When it first took off, it flew at an 

altitude of 173m and a speed of 1140 meters per minute. The picture behind it shows that the 

pigeon has flown 3.6km, and the altitude has begun to drop to 125m, and the flight speed has 

reached 1440 meters per minute. And the following picture reveals that the pigeon has flown 



10.4km, while its speed has maintained at 1380 meters per minute, and the height has dropped 

to 58 meters. 

  

  

 

In fact, pigeons do not fly very high when cruising, only about 50 meters above the ground. 



When facing the wind, they are basically below 50 meters or even less than 5 meters. Let's 

look at another picture. When the pigeon has flown 13.5 kilometers and almost arrived at the 

loft, its flight altitude has dropped to 51 meters. Nearly at the loft, it has begun to fold its wings, 

and its flight speed has dropped to 900 meters per minute. What I have shown you earlier is to 

keep the track of the pigeon’s flight process by data collected in training, which demonstrates 

the flight altitude and speed changes during the training process. 

Figure. 11 
 

 

 



  

Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14 

I have done a lot of such tests and taken large amount of records from 2017 to 2021. From 

these experimental records, I have discovered that after pigeons were released, they would fly 

up to about 100 to 200 meters and hover with their orientation abilities. Once they are oriented 

well, they would gradually lower the flight altitude to about 50 meters for cruising. Once they 

can see the loft, their flight speed will immediately drop to less than 1000 meters per minute 

and be kept till they land the loft. Apart from that, their flight speed will accelerate to between 

1200 meters and 1400 meters per minute. If it is downwind, the wind speed will be added. On 

condition that it is against the wind, wind speed will be deducted from flight speed. 
 



 

What problems should we pay attention to for home flight training? First of all, observing the 



flock of pigeons flying together in training during the young pigeon period is of great 

significance.  As we all know, after young pigeons fly away their homes and soar into the sky, 

they will all fly respectively, just like flowers scattered by the goddess. And it will take one 

week or two for them to adapt before they gradually fly in groups. Is that possible for young 

pigeons to gather together and fly at the same time as soon as quickly? The answer is definitely 

yes, which involves the time when the young pigeons can be moved to the one loft. After years 

of practice, I think it is the most appropriate to transfer young pigeons within 24 to 28 days to 

the racing loft to raise and train them. During this period, young pigeons are not able to fly, so 

they are more likely to stand on the landing platform to get familiar with their 

surroundings. When they grow to 30 to 35 days or so, their wing feathers have been full. They 

begin to flap their wings and fly slowly. Their muscles are very soft and not fully developed 

and strong enough. Therefore, they can fly out of different movements in the process of 

practicing, especially in their landing, which is very good for its adult flight and landing, 

especially for their rapid landing to the loft. 

For young pigeons delivered to the same one loft to take home flight training, the best age gap 

between them is within ten days. Such a group of young pigeons can learn to fly at the same 

time. After a short run-in, they may be able to fly in groups. During this period, attention 

should paid to avoid interference, such as sudden firecracker set off by neighbors, or an old cat 

harassing. Young pigeons are scared of being frightened, thus negatively affecting home flight 

training. When young pigeons take home flight training, they will fly better if they are led by 

experienced pigeons, especially senior female pigeons. It is very important to control the time 

when the young pigeons are released to fly. It is not appropriate to release them too early. The 

best timing for you to do that is after other people have finished the whole training. It is not 

very hot in spring and the release can be conducted at eight or nine o’clock in the morning. 

Besides, when young pigeons grow to 60 to 70 days old, they begin to huddle together when 

they fly. During this period, they have gradually matured and their feathers have grown up, too. 

After flying normally for one week or two, they will become more and more confident. These 

young pigeons will be very excited, and they will continue to fly farther and farther. Then the 

exciting period of young pigeons approaches. At this time young pigeons are particularly easy 

to get lost. 

More than two months after baby pigeons are born, the time moves to May or June, and the 

temperature goes up at this time. Young pigeons grow more strongly and their ability to fly 

increases as well. They are excited and eager to fly. If they are in good health, it is easy for 

them to fly for 90 minutes and far away from home. They can fly five kilometers or even ten 

kilometers further. In May in south (or June in north), the weather is cool in the morning when 

they are released. As the sun rises, the temperature goes up quickly. Young pigeons can fly for 



90 minutes, from 6:30 am to 8:00 am. After 8 o'clock, the temperature has risen from 20 

degrees Celsius in the morning to 27 to 30 degrees Celsius. During this time, young pigeons 

consume their physical energy very quickly. If they encounter other pigeon flocks outside, 

they are more likely to get lost and not able to fly back to the loft. 

Many pigeon fanciers must have such experiences. Young pigeons are particularly easy 

to get lost when they grow to 60 or 70 days old. And what should be done to tackle this 

problem? Of course, it is necessary to take measures to restrain flight training and reduce or 

even stop the flight training of young pigeons in time. When young pigeons eat more but fly 

less, their weight increases easily. Therefore, they are not able to fly very far. In addition, 

postponing the release time can also be adopted. If the weather is hot and the temperature is 

high, the flight time of pigeons will be relatively shortened. In this way, the probability of loss 

can be reduced as much as possible by delaying the exciting period of young pigeons. 

 
 


